
 
Tönpasten   
S 9045/1-3 
    

 

Product description 
Zweihorn Tönpasten S 9045/1-3 are used to tint the Zweihorn 2K-Füller WIG/FILL, 
S7850 and MDF Isolierfüller IF in the colour shades beige, brown and grey to anthracite. 
The range of supplies contains three basic colours: 
S 9045/1 Ochre 
S 9045/2 Reddish brown 
S 9045/3 Black 
The consistency of these tinting pastes is so that they can be mixed without any 
problems with the Zweihorn 2K-Füllern WIG/FILL, S7850 and MDF Isolierfüller. Here a 
careful mixing (also by hand) is necessary.The tinting pastes are very colourful, so that 
a distinctive colour mixture can already be noticed with the addition of very small 
amounts. The addition quantity can be as much as 20%, without a noticeable change in 
the characteristics of the Zweihorn 2K-Füller WIG/FILL, S 7850 and MDF Isolierfüller IF. 
The tinting pastes must be well stirred before use. 
   

 

Zweihorn products are produced for the professional user, who has a basic knowledge of the stockturn and the application of stains, 
varnishes, glazes and glues. The user information for our qualities given in the leaflets should be regarded as non-binding 
recommendations. They are based on our test series and experiences and should facilitate and promote the work of our clients.A 
possible necessary adjustment to the individual working conditions lies within your responsibility. If in any doubt, our material experts 
as well as our application and laboratory technicians will try to help you as best as they can.We guarantee of course the impeccable 
quality of our products based on our General Sales and Delivery Conditions. All current technical data sheets are herewith voided.The 
use of the final product lies entirely within the responsibility of the buyer. As long as we haven‘t guaranteed in writing specific 
characteristics and suitabilities of the products for a contractually agreed purpose, any advice or information given regarding the 
application, even if the advice or information is given to the best of our knowledge, will be non-binding. Nor does it relieve the buyer, 
either from his own inspection, and if need be through a trial processing. Furthermore, we are only liable according to Chapter 1 of our 
General Conditions for advice either given or rejected, which does not refer to the characteristics and use of the delivered product.  
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